
How to Use the CAS Explorer  
 

Important: All data shown in the screenshots is just for illustration. Valid records will be available in 

the live CAS Explorer. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The CAS Explorer enables researchers and analysts to get a better understanding of the Cancer 

Analysis Service (CAS) database within the National Cancer Registration and Analysis Service (NCRAS) 

in Public Health England (PHE) 

CAS Explorer shows the completeness of the NCRAS database, and is designed to be used by 

researchers and analysts to check the data quality of the table fields before using the Simulacrum or 

requesting data through the Office of Data Release (ODR) within PHE.  

Currently the CAS Explorer includes statistics for the latest CAS snapshot. 

The sections of the site show: 

Tables - can be used to find column completeness filtered by year and tumour type. 

Columns - indicates which columns appear in multiple tables. 

Subjects - shows which tables and columns relate to subject areas, for example, treatments, 

diagnostics and geographies. 

Type of Tumour - shows the columns relating to each tumour site. 

Location - gives an outline of completeness by cancer registry. 

Time Periods - displays the completeness of all the tables aggregated by year. 
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Figure 1 CAS Explorer landing page 
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2. Tables 
The Tables Index page allows you to check the global completeness and the number of rows of each 

table as seen in the Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Tables Index Page 
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The statistics can be filtered by year (Figure 3) and ICD code (Figure 4). There is also a check box on 

Exlusions. This check box removes from the statistics all the records that are not verified under CAS’ 

Standard Operating Procedures. 

 

 

Figure 3 Year dropdown menu 

 

Figure 4 ICD dropdown menu 

Each table has its own page with a text description and the number of rows. There is a graph with 

the global completeness of the table and a list of all columns. 

It is possible to check which columns are in Simulacrum, the total number of records, the number of 

completed records and the percentage of records that are completed (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 AN_Tumour table page 
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3. Columns 
The Columns section provides a list of all columns. It is possible to check if they are in the 

Simulacrum dataset, which tables include them and the global completeness percentage in all tables. 

 

Figure 6 Columns Index Page 

Every column has its own page with the description, type, status and valid content. 

There is a graph showing the global completeness of all tables and a list of tables where that column 

is. It is possible to read the number of records, the completed records and completeness percentage 

for each table (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7 Age Column page 

On the column page it is possible to filter according to year, ICD code and Exclusions (Figure 8) as in 

the tables page. 

 

Figure 8 Filters on Age Column page 
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4. Subjects 
In order to understand the data available on CAS the columns are grouped by subjects (e.g. patient 

personal details, death details, etc.). 

The subject page (Figure 9) lists all of them and it is possible to click on them to go to the list of 

column per page. 

 

Figure 9 Subjects index page 

For each subject it is possible to find the columns and tables which are related to it (Figure 10). 

 

 

Figure 10 Patient personal details tables and columns 
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5. Tumour types 
It is possible to browse through different tumour types and get completeness statistics (Figure 11).  

 

Figure 11 Tumour types index page 

 

It is possible to click in each tumour type and navigate to its page which includes a description and a 

list of all columns and pages. The information available for each column includes number of records, 

completed records and completeness percentage. 
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Figure 12 Colon tumour page 
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6. Locations 
As with tumour types it is possible to find the global completeness statistics per a given location. 

Currently CAS Explorer has data according to Cancer Registries (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13 Locations index page 

By clicking in each loaction it is possible to find the total records, completed recods and 

completeness percentage per column (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14 Thames cancer registry page 
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7. Time Periods 
Currently CAS Explorer allows the users to browse data per year starting in 1970. In the main page 

(Figure 15) it is possible to find the global completeness for each year. 

 

Figure 15 Time periods index page 

When clicking on an year CAS Explorer will display its page with the same statistics per column as in 

Tumour Types and Locations (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16 2013 PAGE 
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8. Final remarks 
CAS Explorer has available all the features mentioned above. Currently the statistics are generic and 

do not cover columns specific to a tumour.  

Filters are only available for the Tumour tables but should be expanded in the future. 

CAS Explorer is in continuous development and in the future will have new features. 
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